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The study deals with a procedure for investigation of electric resistance 
drying of ceramic bodies in plastw state, based on mathematical modelling. 
The mathematical model is resolved for constant material characteristics by the 
method of Laplace's transformation; the solution for material characteristics 
dependent on temperature and moisture content is based on the Crank-Nicolson 
network method. 

INTRODUCTION 

The technological operation of the drying of ceramic bodies represents a process. 
having a significant effect on the final properties of ware. In dependence on the 
way the body is heated, it is possible to distinguish various types of drying (such 
as convective, electric resistance or high-frequency methods). In electric resistance 
drying, the ceramic body behaves as a conductor in which Joule heat is gener&ted 
as a result of passage of electric current. 

The study of electric resistance drying (further on ERD) can be based on two 
procedures. The first, an empirical one, is based on establishment of the relationship 
between the electric voltage, the body temperature attained and the mechanical 
properties of the green body, or its visual assessment after drying. The drying 
voltage is derived from the results of such tests. The procedure is experimentally 
demanding and time consuming and not always permits the correct conditions. 
for drying to be found. The other method is based on mathematical modellini 
and can be schematically divided into the following stages: 

1. Using basic balance and constitutive equations and the material function1.
established, a general model of the process is designed. 

2. On the basis of an analysis of the given operation, the final and the boundary
conditions for the resolving of the general model are determined. 

3. Solution of the general model for the initial and boundary conditions yields
a mathematical form of the dependence of a chosen parameter on the various 
variables. 

4. As a number of initial assumptions and simplifying conditions has been
accepted in the derivation of the model, a. comparison of experimental results 
with those obtained from the model should prove that the assumptions and simpli· 
fying conditions introduced into the problem formulation are actually suitable. 

The present paper has the purpose to illustrate a procedure employed in the
study of ERD of ceramic bodies in plastic state. 
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BALANCE AND CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS 

If thC' saturated ceramic mix is regarded as a binary mixture composed of in
compressible components (ceramic material and electrolyte, i.e. water and soluble
salts), then the transfn of the liquid component can be considered as diffusion
in a binary mixture and the following equation used in describing the flux [l]:

h = -D grad C - Dp grad T - Dp grad P, (1) 

where h is the bulk flux density, D, DT and [)p are the diffusion, thermodiffusion
and barodiffusion coefficientR respectively, T is temperature, P is pressure and C

is the moisture content by volume. The heat transfer can be regarded as conduction
of hPat in a ceramic mix, and the flux described by the C'onstitutive equation
of heat conduction in the form 

q =-?grad T, (2)

where q is the heat flux density, }. is the coefficient of thermal conductivity. The
respective moisture content and heat balances are then given by the equations

�� = -div h, (3)

and
oT

(!Cp Jt = - div q + Tfj, (4) 

where (! and c
p 

are density and specific heat respectively, t is time and r is the speci
fic heat source. 

lf the heat is generated by electric current, equations (1) and (2) have to be
supplemented with the constitutive equation characterizing the electric properties
of ceramic mix having the form [2]: 

J = - a grad <p - L 1 grad T - L2 grad c, (5) 

where J is the current density, a is electric conductance, <p is electric potential,
L1 is the thermoelectric coefficient and L2 is the diffusion-electric coefficient, c is
the concentration of soluble salts. If the last two terms in equation (5) can be neglec
ted, the equation aquires the form for of Ohm's law, 

J = - a grad <p, (6)

and the heat source in equation (4) can be considered as a volume source of heat
described by the equation 

(7) 

where R is the resisti,·ity, I is the current and V is the body volume.
8tudy [3-5] showed that the effect of the temperature gradient on water transfer

in a saturated ceramic mix can be neglected. On introducing the effective diffusion
coefficient, i.e. one including in its value also the effect of capillary barodiffusion,

, 
oP 

Def = D , Dp -�C'
C 

equation (1) can be expressed in the form

ll!l 

(8)
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h = -Der grad C. (9) 

Having joined equations (2) and (9) with equations (3), (4) and (7), the one
dimensional mass and heat balances can be expressed in the forms 

210 = oz (Der ozC), 

(!Cp 01T = oz (A ozT) + R/2/V. 

The one-dimensional equations (2) and (9) acquire thus the forms 

h = -Der OzC
and 

q = -A ozT. 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

( 13) 

The set of equations (10-13) allows all technological operations associated with 
mass and heat transfer and a bulk heat source in a saturated ceramic mix to be 
modelled. The given operation can then be rendered concrete by introducUon 
of initial and boundary conditions. 

FORMULATION OF INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CO NDITIONS 

The course of ERD in a medium with constant parameters of the drying environ
ment can be described by the time dependence of mean body temperature T, the 
passing current I and the body weight G. Fig. 1 shows that the course of ERD 
can be divided into three characteristic periods: 

I. The heating-through period;
II. The period of constant drying rate;

III. The period of decreasing drying rate.

G f I 

II 

'f=th·) 
G= f(-r-) 

time 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the course of ERD in a cemmic body. 

During period I, the passage of electric current and exchange of heat with the 
environment brings about heating up of the body, which results in the format,ion 
of temperature gradients in the body. The end of this period is characterized 
by attainment of the state when temperature T = const, current I = const itnd 
the weight is a liner function of time, G = G(t). Period II of drying exhibits a con
stant mean body temperature, a constant current and a linear dependence of body 
weight on time. The end of the period is given by the so-called critical point, i.e. 
one at which a. decrease of the passing current and of the mean body temperature 
occurs as a result of a decrease of the moisture content below its critical value. 
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In the course of drying in periods I and II, water evaporates from the body 
surface and passes to the ambient atmosphere [8]. The surface moisture flux is 
equalized by the flux of moisture from the body interior, and this leads to creation 
of moisture fields responsible for non-uniform shrinkage of the individual body 
portions. Stress fields arise in consequence of uneven shrinkage and if these exceed 
a maximum admissible value, deformation or failure of the green body takes place. 
To be able to describe the course of ERD, one must therefore know the time course 
of moisture and temperature fields in the body. 

As there is a direct relationship between the drying rate and the surface flux 
of moisture, the surface flux of temperature and the amount of heat generated 
by the bulk heat source and the heating rate, the following initial and boundary 
conditions can be chosen for the first and the second period of ERD: 

t = 0, x E <0, L>, T = T0, C = 00, 
I= 0, T = 0, 

t > 0, X = 0, OxC = OxT = 0, 
X = L, hL = hL(t) = -Der (oxC)L 
qL = qL(t) = -A (2xT)L 
I = J(t), U = U(t) 

(14) 

(15) 

where Lis the body thickness, 00 and T0 are the initial body moisture content and 
temperature respectively. 

Conditions (14) arid ·(15) allow equations (10) and (11) to be resolved on the 
assumption that the ceramic mix is a binary mixture of ceramic material and

electrolyte. This assumption is conformed to by restricting the range to the 
period of decisive changes in the body volume, i.e. periods I and II of the 
drying process. 

SOLUTION OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR CONSTANT MATERIAL 

CHARACTERISTICS 

On the assumption of constant material characteristics A, (!, c
p

, Det, equations 
(10) and (11) have the form 

(16) 
and 

(17) 

where a is thermal conductivity defined as a= Afec
p

. On introducing this assump
tion, the equations for conditions (14) and (15) can be resolved analytically by 
Laplace's transformation method [6]. The solutions yield relationships allowing 
the time development of moisture and temperature profiles to be calculated: 

and 

,.., T a, ,  t" 

C = J y1 d-r* + 2 L cos (mt�) J (-l)ny1('r)* . exp (-n2 1t2 (T - ,:*)) d-r* (18) 
0 n=l 0 

� 00 � 

T == f (y2 + y3) dr'* + 2 L cos(n1t;). J (-l)"y2(r'*) . exp (-n2 1t2(-r - r*)) d-r'*, 
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0 ti=l 0 

(19) 
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where the following dimensionless quantities have been introduced: 

� = x/L; C = (C - Oo)/Co; T = (T - To)/To; 
-r' = at/L2 ; 7: = Dert/L2; )'1 = hL L/Der Co; 

Y2 = q1, L/).To; y3 = RI2L2j). VTo. 

A comparison of the two equations shows that solution (18) is obtained from equa
tion (18) b,v putting y3 = 0, i.e. by neglecting the source term. 

SOLUTION OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR MATERIAL 

CHARACTERISTICS DEPENDENT ON TEMPERATURE 

AND MOISTURE CONTENT 

The previons ca�P yielded a solution for constant material functione. However, 
thiR requirement in not met in practice and at least the dependence of the following 
material characteristics has to be taken into account: 

D = D(T); a= a(C); Cp = Cp(C). 

This situation makes the resolving .of equations (10) and (11) for conditions (14)
and (15) particularly complex. As an analytical solution of this problem is impossib
le, one oi the numerical methods has to be employed. 

The netw.ork .method appears to be the most suitable one for resolving the 
problem [7). The principle of the method is based on covering the region being 
studied with a time-space network with a division step of ll.t and ll.x. The nodes 
of the network are then giYen the respective moisture content and temperature 
values. Introduction of this network then allows differential relationships for 
substitution of differentials in equations (14) and (15) and in (10) and (11) to be 
obtained. On substituting by means of Crank-Nicolson's method, one obtiih1s 
equations ( 10) and ( 11) in the form 

where 

: A 0·+1 A A ·+1 A Ci+I - l i-1 + (1 + I + i+1) C¾ - i+l .+I =

= A,Cf_1 + (1 - A1 - At+i) C{ + A1+1C{+1 (20) 

-B,T{�l +(I+ Bt + Bt+i\ T!+ I - B1+1Tftl �
B,Tt_1 + (1 - Bt - B1+1) T{ + B1+1T{+1 + tri+il2/cplJ, (21) 

At = D{+1f2 ll.t/fl.x2, 
Ai+i = DftlJ2fl.t/fl.x2, 

B; = a{+1!2fl.t/ll.x2, 
Bw = o!tlJzfl.t/fl.x2. 

The bottom index designates the spatial dependence of the functions and the tor 
one thf1 time dependence of the functions. Supplementing with the boundary 
conditions 

rr10·+1 -- {1·;1+1 + 2qt l/2fl.x ,· . 
( 

�x2 

) 
- --- + 'l i + T10 --- - 1 +).b+112 aoll.t 
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+--- I l+·�··· ··· 
D,.x2ri+1/2 } / ( /).xi ) 

Ao aoD.t ' 

Ci+I = Cf+I + L_ + 
{ 2M+112/).x 

0 I fli+l/2 
0 

+ C{ + Cb (ni�: tit 
- 1)} ii ( 1 + nti: !1t ) '

·+1 { ·+1 · ,· . ( D.x2 ) 
T's = T7i,.._1 + T7N-_1 + 17N + T7N-_1 - .-·-- - 1 +a'J i/2/).t 

(22) 

(23) 

f!.x2rf +1/2 } ( D.x2 ) 
+ J1l/2 1 + atI/2/).t ' 

(24) 

o,;1 = {c�_! 1 + c�-1 + c� + c�-1 ( nti:tit - 1) }/ ( 1 + n;�:!1t), (25) 

yields, from equations (20-25), a set of linear equations with a tridiagonal 
matrix which can be resolved by some of the elimination methods, e. g. by the 
factorization method. 
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ELEKTROODPOROVE SUi:iENf KERAMIKY 

Cast I - Matematicky model 

Jiri Havrda, Eva Gregorova, Frantisek Oujii'i 

Vysoka skola chemicko-technologicka, Katedra technologie silikatu, 166 28 Praha 

Je ukazan postup studia elektroodporoveho suseni keramickeho telesa v plastickem stavu, 
zaloze,ny na matematickem modelovani. Reseni matematickeho modelu je provedeno pro kon
stantni materialove veliciny metodou Laplaceovy transformace a reseni pro teplotne a vlhkostn6 
zavisl0 materialove veliciny Crank-Nicolsonovou metodou siti. 

Obr. 1. Schema prublhu EOS keramickeho tllesa. 
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8.TIEKTPOCOilPOTHBHTEJlhHAH CYIIIKA KEPAMI1HH 

f. MaTeMaTnqec1rnH MOAeJih

Ilpam faBp;:i;a, 8Ba fperopoBa, <DpaHTHIIIeR Oyupam 

Haif,eiJpa me:nw.io2uu cuJ1,u1.amoe Xu.w.u1.o-mexHOJl02U'iec1w20 UHcmumyma, 166 28 Ilp,ua 

B pauc)Te npHBOi-\HTCH cnocoG HrC':IeAOBamm s,rnKTpoconponrnnTeJihHoii cyumu i;epa
Mnqenwro 'l'CJJa B n;1acTHqecnOM COCTOflHHI!, OCHOBh!BaIOITIHHCH Ha MaTeMaTJ1lieCKOM M'.lAe
:rnpoBaHllll. PemeHJrn MaTeMaT11qecKOH MO;J;eJin npoBOAHTCH B cJiyqac ITOCTOHHHOH BeJUfllIIHU
MaTcpnamt r noMOTTihIO MeTOAa TpaHcqiopMaIIIHI JianJiaca n pememie B cJiyqae BeJIH'IHHhI 
MaTep11a.;ia, 3UB11Cl1MOii OT TeMrrepaTyp1,r H BJialKHOCTH, C IlOMOTllhIO MeTO/(il ceTeH Kp1HK
H 11i-;o:r1,C'ona. 

Puc. 1. CxP.Hn xo&a aJte1.mpoconpom�ume.ibHoi1 cyiu,;u me.w. 

Recenze knih 

0. L. ALTA CH, P. D. SAR K ISOV: SLIFOVANIJE I POLIROVANIJE STEKLA
I STEKLOIZDELIJ (Brouseni a lesteni skla a sklafskych vyrobku). Nakladatelstvf Vyssaja 
skola, Moskva 1!)88, 230 str., 115 obr., cena 40 kopejek (Kcs 5,-). 

Recenzovana kniha je ucebnicf urcenou pro stredni odboma uciliste vychovavajici kvalifikova
ne pracovniky s odbornosti brusic skla, lestic sklarskych vyrobku a rytec skla. Tomuto ucelu je 
prizpusobena jak v'olba tematiky, tak (irovei, jejiho podani: autofi se omezuji na popis zpracovan1 
uzitkoveho skla (vazy, karafy, dzbany, sklenice, popelniky, Justrove ovesky apod.) a Mmef 11plne 
vylucuji fyzikalnechemicke principy vysvetlovanych technologii vcetne prislusneho matema
tickeho aparatu. 

Prvni cast knihy Reznamuje ctenafe velice zhustenou formou s nekterymi fyzikalnimi a che
mickymi vlastnostmi skla, s pouzlvanymi surovinami, zpusoby taveni a tvarovani skla i jeho 
dalsim zpracov'anim tepelnym i mechanickym. PodrobneJi jsou rozvedeny kapitoly tykajic{ 
se abra.zlvnich materialu a nastroju se zvlastnim durazem na diamantove nastroje. V zaveru 
prvni casti jsou probrany toohnologie opracovani polotovaru bezprostfedne pfedchazejicf ko
necnemu zuslechteni vyrobku: opukavani kopny, zapalovani okraju a jejich zabrusovani, opraco
vani dna, oddelovani kopny plamenem. 

Ve druhe casti .ie soustfedeno hlavni tema knihy - mecha.nicke, chemicke a tepelne zusleehfo
vani uzitkoveho skla. Pomerne podrobne jsou ve ctyfech kapitolach probrany jednotlive techno
logie brouseni a ryti (matove brouseni, hladinarske brouiieni, kulicske brouseni, ryti diamantovym 
hrotem atd. ), chemickeho lesteni, matovani a leptani, potiskovani a hlubokeho Jeptani, le.!;teni 
ohnem, ultrazvukoveho obrabeni, na.naseni oxidovyoh a kovovych vrstev, vyroby barevnych 
glazur. 

Tfetf cast knihy probira v'e strucnosti zaklady normalizace uzitkoveho skla, metody kon�roly 
vyroby, moznosti automatizace, organizaci vyroby a bezpecnost prace. 

Recenzovana kniha je nepochybne cennou pomuckou pro studujici sovetskych odbornych 
ucilist, kterym podav,i podrobne informace o postupech zuiilechtovani uzitkoveho skla. a navic 
zjednoduseny pfehled o technologiich pfedchazejicich zuslechfovani. Pro cs. sklarskou vefejnost 
muze byt uzitecna jako pfehled pfislusneho sovetskeho strojniho vybaveni nebo odpovidajici 
ruske terminologie. Ctenaf hledajici podrobneJsi popisy vlastnich technologii vsak nepoohybne 
sahne spise po domacich titulech - Brouseni a lesteni skla J. Giitze nebo Mechanicke opracovani 
skla autoru Cozla a StreubeloYe z edice Hutni sklarska prirucka. 

J. KacJ,r1 

D. M. FREIK, M.A. GALUSCAK, L. I. MEZILOVSKAJA: FIZIKA I TECHXO
LOGIA POLUP ROVOD NIKOVYCH P LJENOK (Fyzika a technologie polovodivych 
vrstev). Nakladatelstvi Visca skola, Lvov 1988, 150 str., 94 obr., cena 2,30 rublu (Kcs 29,-). 

Ponekud obecne pojaty nazev knihy neprozrazuje ctenafi ihned jeji skutecne zarnereni - pi-i
prava a vlastnosti epitaxnich vrstev chalkogenidu olova a cinu. Toto zuzeni tematu ovsem nikterak 
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